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A new proof of the compactness theorem for intégral currents

Brian White

One of the most fundamental results in the géométrie measure theory of
currents is the compactness theorem, which states that for each k &lt;°°, the set of
integer-multiplicity rectifiable currents (henceforth simply called &quot;rectifiable

currents&quot;) with mass and boundary mass &lt; k is compact with respect to the weak

topology. The compactness theorem is an immédiate conséquence of the

Banach-Alaoglu theorem and the closure theorem, which states that this set is

closed with respect to the weak topology in the space of ail currents. The original
proof of the closure theorem by Fédérer and Fleming [FF] requires the structure
theorem for sets of finite Hausdorff measure, the proof of which is very difficult.
Bruce Solomon [SB] and later F. J. Almgren, Jr. [A] succeeded in giving proofs
of the closure theorem that do not use the structure theorem. However, their
proofs rely on various facts about multivalued functions. Those facts, although
elementary in comparison with the structure theorem, nevertheless require a

somewhat lengthy development. In this paper we give a straightforward proof of
the closure theorem that uses neither the structure theorem nor multivalued
functions. Up to a point the proof is essentially the one given by Solomon (which
in turn uses ideas from the original proof by Fédérer and Fleming), but where
that proof uses multivalued functions, the one hère substitutes an argument using
the constancy, theorem, the Poincare inequality, and the fact that a set of finite
rt-dimensional Hausdorff measure has upper n-dimensional density &lt;1 almost

everywhere.
I would like to thank Bruce Solomon for suggesting a number of changes in

the manuscript.

1. Preliminaries

For the most part, we follow the terminology and notion of Léon Simon&apos;s

book [S], which differ slightly from those in Fédérer&apos;s treatise [F]. In particular,
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208 BRIAN WHITE

hère rectifiable currents need not hâve compact support (and so would be called

locally rectifiable currents in [F]). Also, B(x, r) dénotes the open bail of radius r
centered at x&gt; MW(T) dénotes the mass of T in the open set W, and -* dénotes
weak convergence (either of currents or of Radon measures). We recall the

following facts from [S]:

1. Currents with Locally Finite Mass

If ju is a Radon measure on U c Rn+k and v is a jU-measurable and locally
ju-integrable n-vectorfield on U, then fi a v e 2)n(U) is the n-dimensional current
with locally finite mass defined by

(fi a v)œ I (œ(x), v(x)) dfi(x)

Conversely, if T e3)n(U) is an n-dimensional current with locally finite mass,
then T ||r|| a f where ||r|| is the Radon measure such that

for every open W c U and T is a unit n-vectorfield (i.e., \fx\ 1). (In [S], the

measure ||r|| is usually written jUr.)

2. Slicing

If Te3)n(U) and MW(T) + Mw(dT)&lt;™ for every open W m U and if
/* : f/—&gt; /? is lipschitz, then the slice of T by / at r is defined to be

(T,f,r) d(TL{f&lt;r})-(dT)L{f&lt;r}

(In this paper we only slice T with dT 0, so that the second term is 0.) The two
facts we need about slicing are first, that if T is rectifiable, then so is (T, f, r) for
i^-almost every r [S, 28], and second:

SLICING LEMMA. Suppose f:U-&gt;R is lipschitz and Tte3&gt;n(U) is a

séquence of currents such that Tt—^T and

for every W &amp;U. Then for 5£l-almost every r, there is a subsequence V such that

{T,,f,r)-{T,f,r) (1)
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and

Furthermore, if for some WQ (i U,

then the subsequence may be chosen so that

Proof. First pass to a subsequence /&apos; such that H7MI + ||&lt;97M| converges to a

Radon measure fi. Then it is not hard to show that (1) holds except for the

countably many r such that ju{/ r} =£ 0.

The other conclusions follow (after passing to further subsequences) from the
facts that

i ;,/, r))dr&lt;Lip(f)Mw(T, L{a&lt;r&lt;b})

and

d(Tnfr)=-{dTnf,r)

See [S, 28.10].

3. Densities

If /i is a Borel regular measure on U a Rn+k, M c Rn+ky and x e U, then we
define the upper density

where a(n) is the volume of the unit n-ball. We use Ort*(ju, jc) as an abbreviation
of &amp;n*(ti, Rn+k,x). The lower densities O% are defined in the same way with
uinf&quot; instead of &quot;sup.&quot;

The two basic facts about densities we will use are that

&gt; ô%n{x e w : er*^, x) &gt; ô}
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if W is open and that

0n*(%n, M, x) &lt; 1 for 3T-aimost every x

if Wn{M) &lt;oo. See chapter 1.3 of [S].

4. Lebesgue Points

THEOREM. If pi is a Radon measure on Rn+k and f is a locally fi-integrable
fonction on Rn+k, then for \i-almost every x,

f
JB

\f(y)-f(x)\dti(y) o
B(x,r)

This follows fairly easily from the weaker resuit in which one intégrâtes
f(y) — f(x) instead of \f(y) —/(*)|. The weaker resuit is part of theorem 4.7 in
[S]. See [F, 2.9.9] for the stronger theorem.

5. The Boundary Rectifiability Theorem

THEOREM. If TeDn(U) is a rectifiable current such that Mw(dT)&lt;oo for
every W &lt;ëU, then dT is also rectifiable.

This is an easy conséquence [S, 30.8] of the déformation theorem and the
(n - l)-dimensional case of the closure theorem. Thus we can use this theorem in
a proof by induction of the closure theorem. (Note that the 0 and 1 dimensional
cases of the boundary rectifiability theorem are trivial.)

2. Two lemmas

The proof of the closure theorem will be reduced to showing that a

boundaryless current with rectifiable slices must be rectifiable. Part (2) of the

following lemma plays an important rôle.

2.1. LOWER DENSITY LEMMA
(1) // Te%(U) and Mw(T) + Mw(9T)&lt;oo fOr every W&lt;gU, then for

\\T\\-almost every x,
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where

k(x, r) inf {M(5): dS d(T L B(x, r)), 5 e %(U)}

(2) // in addition dT 0 and if 3{T L B(jc, r)) w rectifiable for every x and
almost every r, then there is a ô&gt;0 such that

0l(\\T\\,x)&gt;ô

for \\T\\-almost every xeU.

Remark. This lemma and its proof are essentially due to W. Fleming [FW],
who used them in proving the closure theorem for rectifiable flat chains modp.
The version hère is taken from [SB].

Proof. Clearly k(x, r)&lt; ||r||B(jc, r), so if (1) is false then there is an £&gt;0

and a set X such that ||r||Ar&gt;0 and such that for each xeX, there exist

arbitrarily small balls B(x, r) with

k(x,r)&lt;(l-e)M(TLB(x,r))

Note that X can be chosen so that X a W for some open subset WGU. By the
Besicovitch covering theorem, for every p &gt; 0 there exists a disjoint collection
Blt B2, cz W of such balls covering ||r||-almost ail of X and having radii &lt; p.
Let St be a current such that

and

M(Sl)&lt;(l-e)M(TLBl)

Let Tp T — E T L Bt + E 5,. Then for every n-form w,
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(where q, is the center of Bt)

x(TLBt- S,)) sup \dco\

LBt- St)

so 2^, —fc T as p -» 0. Thus by the lower semicontinuity of mass

p—&gt;0

But

T - 2j T L B, Y

5,) + (l-iO2Mw(rLfi,)

s,) +

- 2 r l fi,) + (i -

*Mw(T)-e\\T\\X

which is a contradiction. This proves (1).
To prove (2), let x be a point at which (1) holds and let/(r) M(T L B(x, r)).

Then for ail sufficiently small r (say r &lt; /?),

/(r)&lt;2Â(*,r).

For almost every r,

M(d(TLB(x,r)))^f&apos;(r)

(by slicing theory applied to the function dist (jc, •) [S, 28.9]), and since

d(T L B(x, r)) is rectifiable, the isoperimetric inequality [S, 30.1] implies that
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for almost every r. Thus

or

so (since / is non-decreasing)

for r &lt; R. M

By taking a limit of dilations of a current at a point one gets currents that are
described by the foliowing lemma.

2.2. CONSTANT VECTORFIELD LEMMA. Let T= \\T\\ a fe%(Rn+k)
be a current of locally finite mass such that dT 0 and such that fx
a&gt; € An(Rn+k) for every x. Let V be the subspace ofRn+k ofvectors v such that T is

invariant under translations in the direction of v. {That is, v e V if and only if T is

invariant under translations by rv for every real number r.) Then w e An{V).

Proof. By making an orthogonal change of coordinates we can assume that V
has a basis consisting of a sub-collection of the standard basis vectors

eu en+k. It then suffices to show, for instance, that if ex $ V, then w (when
expressed in terms of the usual basis {eh a • • • a eln}) has no ex a el2 a • • • a e,n

components. By mollification we can also assume that ||r|| J£n+k L 6 for a

smooth function 6. Now if / e C3C(/?w+/c) has compact support, then

0 (dT)(fdx2dx3&quot;&apos;dxn)

T(d(fdx2dx3-.-dxn))
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(where at is the et a e2 a • • • a en component of w)

Since this holds for ail /with compact support,

V dd n

so T is invariant under translations in the direction £ ater Thus ai 0. The same

argument works for the other /t-vectors of the form ^ a el2 a • • • a eln. ¦
3. The closure theorem

THEOREM. Let Tt be a séquence of n-dimensional rectifiable currents in
UaRn+kwith

sup(Mw(Tt) + Mw(dTl))&lt;°o (1)
#

for every W (gU. If Tt converges weakly to a current T, then T is also rectifiable.

Proof. The proof is by induction, so we will assume that the resuit is true for
(n — l)-dimensional currents. (The 0-dimensional case is trivial).

First observe that the gênerai case of the theorem follows from the spécial
case when U Rn+k and

sup(M(7;) + M(a7;))&lt;œ (2)
{

For if B(a, R) c U, then the slicing Lemma 1.3 (with W B(a, RU)) implies that
there is an r e (0, R/2) and a subsequence V such that

and

supM«7&gt;,dist(a, •)
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i.e.,

sup (M(d(Tr L B(a, r)) - (37» L B(a, r)) &lt; *&gt;

i&apos;

Adding this to (1) with W B(a, r) gives

sup (M(7; L B(a, r)) + M(d(Tr L B(a, r))) &lt; oo
i&apos;

Thus the spécial case of the theorem implies that T L B(a, r) is rectifiable, and

thus (since a is arbitrary) that T is rectifiable.
Hence from now on we will assume (2) and that U Rn+k.

Next we claim that the gênerai case follows from the case when dT 0. For
from the (n - l)-dimensional case of the theorem (via the boundary rectifiability
Theorem 1.5), we hâve that dTt is rectifiable for each L Since dT,-*dT, the

induction hypothesis also implies that dT is rectifiable. By the isoperimetric
theorem there is a rectifiable current R of finite mass with dR dT. Since

Tt-R—T-R and S(T-/î) 0, the spécial case of the theorem implies that
T — R is rectifiable and hence that T is rectifiable.

Thus we will assume that dT 0.

If / is any lipschitz function on Rn+k&gt; then for almost every r, the slice

(Tnf,r) is rectifiable. By the slicing lemma, for almost every r there is a

subsequence V such that

sup(M«ri.,/,r&gt;+M(5&lt;7;.,/,r»&lt;oo

and

(T,.,f,r)-(T,f,r)

Thus (by the (n — l)-dimensional case of the closure theorem) (T,f,r) is

rectifiable.
So far we hâve that dT 0, M(T) &lt; oc, and that for every lipschitz function /,

the slice (T,f, r) — d{T L {/ &lt;r}) is rectifiably for almost every r. From thèse

three facts alone we will prove that T is rectifiable.

By the lower density Lemma 2.1 there is a ô &lt;0 such that

OZ(\\T\\,x)&gt;ô
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for ||r||-almost every x. Thus if we let

M={xeRn+k:0l(\\T\\,x)&gt;ô}

then

||r||(iT+*\M) 0 (3)

Also the basic density properties (1.3) of Radon measures imply that

Finally, we recall [S, 26.29] that (since M(T) + M(dr)&lt;oo) if 3T(£) 0 then

||r||(£) 0. Thus by (3), ||r|| is absolutely continuous with respect to 3T L M.
Letting d be the Radon-Nykodym derivative we hâve

7û&gt;=[ (ù)(x),îx)d(x)d3€nx

or

T(w= I &lt;&lt;»(*), rx)dXnx

where fx 6{x)fx. We must show that M is n-rectifiable and that for ?ifn-almost

every xeM, fx is a simple unit n-vector associated with Tana M and 0{x) is an

integer.
For ST&apos;-almost every a in M we hâve

MtU)^! (4)

^7 ^ \ l&amp; &quot; M d%nx 0 (5)
H B(af r)) JMnB(a,r)

&apos; &apos; w

by Section 1.3 and Section 1.4 (applied to the measure %tn L M). Fix any such

point a e M. Note that by (5) and the définition of M,

(6)

Let A be a séquence of positive numbers converging to 0. Define 7jAa:/?n+*-*
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Rn+k by r)Ka(x) X~\x - a). Then for every R &lt; »,

lim sup (3T L rjx&gt;aM)B(0, R)
ÂeA

lim sup A-&quot;3T(M n B(a,
keA

&lt;oo

(where a(n) is the volume of the unit n-ball). Thus [S, 4.4] there exists a

subsequence A&apos; and a Radon measure jU such that

STLi/^JIf-M (A 6 A&apos;) (7)

Let vv ta. It follows immediately that

(2TL ryA)ûM) a vP--^ a w (AeA&apos;)

We claim also that

71 — jUAtf (keA&apos;) (8)

and that

||71||-|tf|,i (A e A&apos;) (9)

where Tk r]x&gt;a#T. For note that for every R&lt;&lt;*&gt;,

i - (3T L î,Àf&lt;tAf) a w) k-nMB(atkR)(T - (3T L M) a tf)

by (4) and (5). Thus we hâve (8) and (9).
Since for every lipschitz /, almost ail the slices {TXif,r) are rectifiable, it

follows from (8), (9), the slicing lemma, and the (n — l)-dimensional case of the
closure theorem that almost ail the slices (/i a w,f, r) are rectifiable. Thus we
hâve the lower density bound
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for jU-almost every x. We also hâve from (8) that &lt;9(ju a w) 0. Thus by the
constant vectorfield Lemma 2.2, \i is translation invariant in at least n directions.
The lower density bound (10) implies that it is translation invariant in at most n
directions (because, just as with M, the set of x where (10) holds has locally finite
ffin measure). Thus (again by the constant vectorfield lemma), w is a simple
n-vector, and there is a collection Plf Pp of «-planes parallel to the
n-dimensional subspace determined by w such that

Note that

by (4) and (7). By the lower density bound (10), each a; is &gt; ô/\w\, so p must be

finite.
We claim that p 1. For suppose not. Let

3e &lt; min {dist (Pn P;) : Pt # P;}

Fix a ; and let f(x) dist (jc, Pj). We suppose without loss of generality that P} is

parallel to Rn x {0} c Rn+k. Let U B(0, /?) c Rn and W f/ x Rk c i?n+/c. Now

lim MW(7I L {e &lt;/ &lt; 2e}) &lt; \w\ii(W H {£ &lt;/ &lt; 2e}) (by (9))
XeA&apos;

0

so by the slicing lemma, there exists a further subsequence A&quot; and a t e (e, 2e)
such that

71 L{/&lt;0-0* a *)!_{/&lt;*} (AeA&quot;)

L P,) a h&gt;

and such that

0 (AeA&quot;)
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Let T&apos;x n(TkL {f&lt;t}) where TI:Rn+k^Rk is the orthogonal projection.
According to the Poincare inequality [S, 6.4] (see also [S, 26.28]), there exist

pk e R such that

As A—»0, the right hand side tends to 0, hence &amp;-*/} oc} |vP| and

But

pzn(u\n(T1kiaM n

so

lim çen(u\n(Vx,aM n {/ &lt; *») o

Thus

5ET{U) Um &lt;£n(n(j)KaM n {/ &lt; ?}) n f/)
AeA&quot;

&lt; lim inf ST((ifc,BM n {/ &lt; /}) n W)
AeA&quot;

a,3T(U)

Thus each a; is &gt;1. By (4), (6), and (7)

0 &lt; 0l(3T, M, a) &lt; 2 «/ ^ ©

Hence p 1 and arj 1.

Furthermore, Pi must pass through the origin since for every r &gt; 0,

2r)) s lim inf («&quot; L ijA.a

lim inf A&quot;&quot;5T(M n B(a, Ar))

&gt;0

by (6).
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Finally, note that the plane P1 is determined by w ta and therefore does not
dépend on the particular séquence A&quot; of Â&apos;s. We hâve shown that the set M has

an approximate tangent plane at ^T-almost every a e M. Hence M is «-rectifiable
[S, 11.6].

We also showed that xa is a simple n-vector associated with the Tana M. Thus
it remains only to show that 6{a) \îa\ |vP| is an integer. But this follows easily
from the facts that \i 3€n L Px and that fi a w has (integer multiplicity)
rectifiable slices. ¦
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